
 

Drink Driving Solutions 
 
ITS SA supplies a range of different Drink Driving Solutions from various local and 
International companies. These products are very effective in their operation and have the 
ability to control the ignition of a vehicle until the correct readings are present. 

 

Evidence collected over the last ten years by at least eight research groups in the U.S. and 
Canada indicates a 40% to 95% reduction in repeat DWI/DUI offenses by offenders while 
using interlocks. Because DWI/DUI is a strong predictor of crash involvement and death 
rates, reducing instances of it can impact overall public safety. 

 

How it works 

A breath alcohol analyzer is installed in your vehicle that is electronically connected to the 
ignition. 

 •When you breathe into the unit for several seconds, it measures your breath alcohol level 
and compares it to predetermined limits. If your breath alcohol concentration (BrAC) is over 
the authorized limit, your vehicle will not start. 

 •If your BrAC is within the allowable range, you’re on your way. 

 •As you are driving, you will be required to take periodic “rolling tests.” 

 

About Ignition Interlocking Systems 

  

These units are breath alcohol analyzers – small electronic handheld devices – wired into 
the vehicle ignition system. 

 •The driver is required to take and pass a test that screens for deep-lung breath alcohol 

 •Without a successful pass, the interlock device disables the car’s ignition, rendering the 
vehicle inoperable 

 •An alcohol specific fuel cell sensor is utilized with a patented breath sampling system 

 •Periodic re-tests are required once the car is started 

 •Several design features make circumvention and tampering difficult 

 •Optional integration with a patented Photo-ID technology makes identification of the user 
easy 

 •All test results and attempts are stored in a microchip which is used to monitor the driver’s 
activity 

  



Ignition Interlocking System advantages: 

 •Alcohol specific; no false positives 

 •User friendly, easy to use 

  

With the optional control room monitoring, clients will receive: 

  

 •24/7 customer care 

 •Toll free number; phones answered by real people 

 •Photo ID camera for positive identification (optional unit) 

 •Current centres in use throughout the U.S., Australia and Sweden 

 •Reports available next day 

 •The device is about the size of a deck of cards; fits in the hand comfortably  

 

You can be productive and keep driving with Ignition Interlocking Systems  

Ignition Interlocking Systems monitoring is a preferable and cost-effective alternative to jail 
time or license suspension for offenders. Interlock orders enable DWI/DUI offenders to 
continue working, paying taxes, supporting their families and contributing to society while 
staying within the legal licensing system.  

 

Ignition Interlocking Systems effectively separates Drinking From Driving. It combines 
advanced technology, accurate monitoring and responsive, flexible reporting. 

  

The Ignition Interlocking Systems are simple to use 

  

At the heart of Ignition Interlocking Solution are the state-of-the-art, handheld breath alcohol 
monitoring devices electronically connected to a vehicle’s ignition. Alcohol-specific and 
similar in size to a deck of cards, the devices were developed using fuel cell sensor 
technology for reliability and ease of operation. Ignition Interlocking Systems pairs the 
proven devices with proprietary Tracking and Logging software. This makes the devices 
easy for drivers to use, and allows the interlock program and reporting to be customized to a 
particular jurisdiction. 

 

 

 

 



 

The Ignition Interlocking Systems, reflect the latest in interlock technology. Multiple design 
features make the device difficult to defeat. The built-in microchip records all test results, 
engine starts and stops, disconnections and tampering for later review. 

 

Features of the 1000 Unit:  

 

 •Small, convenient size 

•Numeric keypad allows easy recall of appointment date and time  

•Allows entry of lockout code to temporarily extend service appointment  

after lockout, preventing the extra cost of a tow bill or service call  

•Modular components provide easier installation and service 

•Fully programmable options, including restricted drive times if required 

•Built-in microchip records all test results, engine starts and stops, disconnections, and 
tampering for later review 

 

Features of the 2020 Unit 

 

The 2020 includes many technological improvements and can  

be combined with a positive digital photo identification of  

the user. Additionally, the 2020 interfaces with the vehicles on  

board diagnostics (OBD-II) to bring a new level of information and  

ease of installation to the interlock market.  

 

This unit can be combined with the Photo ID camera module, which is a small, 
approximately 1 cubic inch box that is mounted to the inside of the driver's side windshield, 
about halfway up from the dash. The device captures a picture of the breath test subject at 
the time that the subject is taking the test. The unit stores the picture electronically and it 
date and time stamps in combination with the interlock unit's logger. The particular camera 
chosen works well in very dark situations as well as bright sunlight, such as in convertibles. 

 

By using the Photo ID module, the system is able to positively identify the user of the device 
and minimize tampering, since a picture is being recorded. The device has several tamper 
detection features to prevent the user from covering the camera with tape or disconnecting 
it. When tampering is detected, the unit will send a message to the interlock aborting the 
test, thus preventing the user from starting the vehicle. 
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•Small, convenient size 

•Numeric keypad allows easy recall of appointment date and time 

•Allows entry of lockout code to temporarily extend service appointment after lockout, 
preventing the extra cost of a tow bill or service call 

•Modular components provide easier installation and service 

•Fully programmable options, including restricted drive times, if required 

•Built-in microchip records all test results, engine starts and stops, disconnections, and 
tampering for later review 

•Optional integration with Photo ID camera module makes identification of the user easy 

 

 

 

The 720 model serves as a starter cut should the breath alcohol 

concentration (BrAC) in the sample provided be above the legal or preset 

limit. The 720 model can also request repeat samples while the vehicle is in 

motion to test for alcohol consumption while driving. Should the driver fail a 

breath test, the result can be relayed via GSM to a control centre and the 

vehicle will immobilise as soon as the ignition is turned off. The device is 

equipped with two override functions, giving maximum mobility in an 

emergency situation and all events, pass or fail, are stored in the unit’s 

memory. 

Innovative Product Features: 

• Electronic Counter Circumvention Measures (ECCM) to distinguish 

between mechanically simulated and human breath samples. 

• Seamless ,encrypted RF-download of data from vehicle to PC. 

• GSM communicator for real-time reporting (optional extra). 

• Advanced fuel cell sensing technology. 

• TAB hand unit status LED indicates when the system is ready to 

receive a breath sample (especially useful in extreme operating 

temperatures). 

• TAB task bar indication graphically shows task progress for increased user-friendliness. 

• Driver change switch with status LED: 

- Gives visual indication when a sample is required or accepted. 

- Prompts for driver change and random samples. 

• The system is configurable to integrate with fleet management systems. 

• The device is fitted with two override functions: 

- In emergency situations, a once-off reprogrammable override function can be used to keep the vehicle 



mobile. 

- In the unlikely event of a technical failure, an emergency override PIN code can be issued by the control 

centre. 

• The system is CAN-Bus enabled, dramatically reducing installation time and enhancing the system’s features 

capability. 

• All features are programmable to meet customers, market and judiciary requirements. 

• Device comes with user-selectable language options. 

• 12/24V connectivity. 

• Hygienic, individually wrapped disposable mouthpieces. 
 

 

The Wireless Alcohol Breathalyser (WAB) system operates on the basis 

that the driver of a vehicle provides a breath sample into the device 

before starting the vehicle. The breath sample is used to verify whether 

the driver of the vehicle is over the specified legal alcohol limit. The WAB 

then transmits a signal to a vehicle blocking system (VBS) which 

decodes the signal. If the driver is under the legal limit, the blocking 

system will disarm the immobiliser and will allow the vehicle to start. 

However, should the driver be over the legal limit, the vehicle will remain 

in the immobilised state. Alcohol impaired drivers are prevented from 

utilising public roads and endangering the safety of others. Thereby 

reducing accident rates, and avoiding great financial implications. 

Product Features 

• Electronic Counter Circumvention Measures (ECCM) to 

distinguish between mechanically simulated and human breath samples 

• Seamless ,encrypted RF-download of data from vehicle to PC 

• GSM communicator for real-time reporting (optional extra) 

• Advanced fuel cell sensing technology 

• The system is configurable to integrate with fleet management systems 

• Driver change switch with status LED: 

- Gives visual indication when a sample is required or accepted 

- Prompts for driver change and random samples 

• The device is fitted with two override functions: 

- In emergency situations, a once-off reprogrammable override function can be used to keep the vehicle 

mobile 

- In the unlikely event of a technical failure, an emergency override PIN code can be issued by the control 

centre 

• The system is CAN-Bus enabled, dramatically reducing installation time and enhancing the system’s features 

capability 



• All breath samples are recorded in data loggers which reside in both the portable WAB (Wireless Alcohol 

Breathalyser) and the VBS (Vehicle Blocking System) 

• Stored data can then be downloaded to either a PALM or a PC for visual output, offering a Management 

Information System to the fleet owner 

• An inbuilt random testing function acts as a deterrent, particularly for long distance drivers from consuming 

alcohol and exceeding the legal alcohol limit. This feature can be selected or deselected at installation 

• The driver change facility is a feature that forces the new driver to provide a breath sample before embarking 

upon the driving function 

• The breath sample result, whether a PASS or FAIL, together with date and time records, that can be 

transmitted to a remote control centre or a mobile phone via the optional GSM module. This source of real 

time information enhancing the control that fleet managers have over their vehicles 

• All features are programmable to meet customers, market and judiciary requirements 

• Device comes with user-selectable language options 

• 12/24V connectivity 

• Hygienic, individually wrapped disposable mouthpieces 

• Ease of installation and operation 
 

General Questions 

How long does it take to install the interlock? 

Installation appointments generally take about 90 minutes.  This includes the administrative 
paperwork, installation and client training. 

 

Can I start my vehicle without taking a test? 

No, a valid and passing breath test must be provided before the vehicle will start. 

  

Can the interlock turn off my vehicle? 

No, the interlock is a starter interrupt.  For safety reasons, it will not turn off your vehicle. 

  

How often are the re-tests? 

The retests are randomly requested, based on the requirements set forth by the monitoring agency 
in your state. 

  

Is the unit fool-proof? 

Yes, the ignition interlock will detect any type of alcohol, tampering, or loss of power to the vehicle. 



  

Do medicines affect the ignition interlock? 

Yes, but only if the medicine contains alcohol, such as cough syrups.  The ignition interlock does not 
detect any other type of medication. 

  

What happens if someone is intoxicated when s/he blows into my unit? Am I held responsible? 

Yes, all tests recorded are the responsibility of the client.  It is very important to not let anyone take 
a test if they have been drinking any amount of alcohol. The enrolled participant is held responsible 
for all tests provided. 

  

How are violation points lost? 

The monitoring authority and/or state regulations decide how violation points are lost. However, 
you can typically lose violation points for the following reasons:  1) alcohol in breath sample, 2) 
missing a retest when the vehicle engine is on, and 3) circumventing the interlock. Please consult the 
state regulations for the exact rules required for ignition interlock in your state. 

  

Why is my interlock in lockout status? 

The interlock will lockout due to loss of violation points or a missed monthly service visit.  In both 
cases, you are given a grace period to bring the vehicle into the shop for service. 

  

Can the unit be unlocked? 

Yes, we can provide a onetime unlock code that works for six hours.  Once the code is used, you will 
be able to use your vehicle; however you will still be required to provide a valid breath sample in 
order to start your vehicle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Pricing Model 

       Dollars  ZAR 

Ignition Interlock Model 2020 – Head with Cord   $495.00 R4500-00 

Ignition Interlock Model 2020 logger   $350.00 R3150-00 

Total unit cost      $845.00 R7605-00 

Optional camera ID module    $295.00 R2655-00 

Extra cords      $1.50  R 13-50 

Cradle / mount      $15.00  R 135-00 

Home Unit cost      $1450.00 R13050-00 

Mouthpiece      $0.50  R 4-50 

Terms and Conditions apply – Prices quoted are based on FOB – USA 

Prices exclude shipping costs, VAT and import duties. 

Further prices on other models based on request 

 

 


